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The story starts a plomero winding

through the avenues to a rose-colored casa
underwater and sinking into the scum

on the street. His tires splash and stop.

The savior grabs his tool box—a square
of fixings, wrenches—and wonders

how to repair the slinking, puddling wet
in the middle of that home. He stands

a wash of grease and goo from the last job.
With a pair of pinzas, he crouches down,
slips through the rotting pipes. He goes
where no one else will flow.

He finds the clog of sewage and sin,
that wretched stench, in hiding.

Sal plunges to release the stoppage.

He yanks and shoves and overcomes the dark,

where mold mixes tar, toilet paper, and other bits
used in an emergency. A plumb line
he sends through the stinky space

until a shush, a hushing gush, sputters forth.

Into the frenzied stream, he sticks his hand to heal,
to fix the pain inside that house.

From there he crawls, gashed on his ribs,
pierced through by thin a rusty nail.

His forehead is chiseled into a bloody crown.

The plumber rises, collects his tools, and returns to the truck.
Home, he goes . . . until in desperation
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the casa calls him to come again.

